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With the creation of the crypto currencies, for the first time new financial models have come into

existence. New theories are now being created and modified by crypto currency algorithms

which are now redefining financial organizations and economic philosophies.

The new era of financial models and ideas were never before conceived until  crypto currencies

algorithms were created.   These new ideas and concepts that were never imagined  or were

even possible are in the reach of the average investor today.

Within this brief White Paper, There are no pie charts or long term projections because Drops is

not an ICO.  It is simply a currency that is being introduced to the world.  Drops can be obtained

by claiming or boosting.  If you want more then you boost or participate in the activities.

What are Drops

Drops are a global monetary system, designed to stabilize itself through a decentralized interest

bearing model by boosting which will remove the manipulations normally found in ICO, STO or

other crypto ventures.

Investors do not purchase the Drops,  instead the investor will  purchase interest.  Boosting is a

method to enhance Drops holdings by Boosting the interest rates.  The Drops can intinitally be

acquired at no cost, free!

The amount of Drops held in a wallet will determine the base interest rate. The more Drops the

higher the base interest rate.

They are many new coins that promise wonderful and great benefits. Why do new tokens or

coins need a $20,000,000.00  ICO?   The value of Drops is established organically on a

foundation of  circulation, stability and usage. Drops is fundamentally a supply and demand

crypto established with the stability of a decentralized algorithm.



Bitcoin success

Bitcoin did not begin with a 20 million ICO in order to launch. There were no development teams

setting up social media accounts and creating YouTube videos.

Bitcoin is successful because it is decentralized and incorporates widely used and accepted

economic principles.  It is based on a deflationary model that drives the prices higher.  Every

210,000 blocks that are mined, the rewards are decreased by 50 percent but mining expenses

stay the same or even increase.  This asserts pressure on the price  BTC. Does it work?  Yes,

for the past 12 years Bitcoin has  always surged after a mined block is completed. Bitcoin's

starting price was .00000001 during its development stages. Then in July 2010 it first started

trading from $0.0008 to $0.08.  Now it has recently topped $40,000.00.

Will BTC reach $100,000.00 or $1,000,000.00?  Yes it will.  The reason why  is because that is

the way the algorithm was designed.

Next Enhanced Generations

Drops is following the same economic principle and blueprint of Bitcoin but applying those

principles to an interest based deflationary and decentralized algorithm.

Instead of every 210,000 blocks mined that will trigger a reward "halfing" as with Bitcoin,  every

2,000,000 Drops addresses  will trigger a decrease in interest rates and an increase in boost

fees. This event is synonymous with the Bitcoin algorithm halfing.  Halfing will make the coin

scarce and in more demand driving the price of Drops to higher values. The early stages offer

the highest interest and lowest boost fees. This is to encourage distribution into wallets as

quickly as possible and allow Drops earlier supporters the best advantages.

So as to stimulate growth and a steady long term investment, we have devised this method that

prevents the whales or pump and dump gangs from manipulation.



Exchange listing

Many new coins attempt to list on exchanges too early. This often can be the demise of a Coin

if there is no real value or public interest in the coin.  As an effort to avert such a catastrophe,

only after  Drops has achieved the first milestone of  500,000 addresses then actions will be

taken to list on exchanges.   80% of the addresses must have boosted the first level.

This creates several stabilizing corner stones.

* It will develop a strong stable base of users.

* It allows the most interest to be paid and cheapest boosting rates during the early stages of

the coin so as to stimulate growth and expansion.

* It gives the public a chance to obtain Drops at the lowest Boost fees and highest interest rates.

* Prevents price manipulation by large block traders and Pump and Dump gangs.

How Drops are protected

No Whales! In our opinion, Whales offer no real benefit to the sustained growth and success of

a token or coin.  What do Whales really do?   A whale will glide along silently watching from a

distance.  Then silently gulp up large amounts while explaining to the masses that they believe

in this project and are committed for the long term. The little fish want to have the same

advantages as the Whale so they follow along.  After the frenze drives the prices sky high, then

the Whale  will glide away with huge profits leaving the masses to take the hit.

Drops will not allow a single entity to control or manipulate the price and profits.

Whales,  we don't need them and we don't want them.

Each buyer or investor must begin at the same entry level.  No single entity can purchase large

blocks at discounts.  Everyone begins at the same point and grows together.



Boosting

Each boost is for a period of 12 months.  The user may not boost at the next level until they

have boosted at the previous levels. This prevents one person from going to the highest rate

and diluting the Drops. Also, this prevents Whales from buying up large blocks of Drops then

dumping later which causes a market crash. Drops will remove the manipulation and control

from the individuals who have huge backing and funding to manipulate the smaller investors.

Drops goal is to level the playing field so that the currency is strong and can maintain growth

and profitability through decentralization.

Base interest rates

There are 4 base interest rate levels.  The base interest rate is established on the minimum

numbers of Drops held by the investor.

0 to 99,999 / 5% base annual interest rate

100,000 to 499,999 / 21% base annual interest rate

500,000 to 749,999 / 29% base annual  interest rate

750,000 and more / 35% annual base interest rate

Interest rates are annual rates but are paid out each hour.

At each level the base interest rate can be boosted to higher rates.

The investor must claim the base interest rate even though there is no cost.

See a complete list of Boosting fees and interest rates on the home page freedrops.io



Price of Drops

The price of Drops cannot be set by a Development team or Insiders. The value of Drops must

develop organically.  This is why Drops is not an ICO or sold in a Pre-sale.  Anyone can acquire

Drops and receive 5% interest annually at no cost or fees.   If an individual wants to acquire

additional Drops then he can boost or participate in the activities.

Circulation First

Many investors and crypto enthusiasts have lost thousands dollars of their investments funds

thru inflated pre-set prices.  These prices were set by the insiders attempting to drive the price

to an unsubstantiated value.   Once the coin was listed on the exchanges then the price

plummeted and settled based on a real  market value. Setting a price by a dev team or Insiders

has never held at that price.  In every case the price crashed after the ICO or after it left control

of the dev team.

In the case of Drops,  circulation first - then price value.   Drops will be circulated and placed in

the wallets of users.  Drops are free.   Instead the investor will purchase the interest rates by

boosting.   This will allow the value of Drops to develop organically with a true value from the

ground up.  Investors do not need to worry about a crash from a high pre-set price such as in an

ICO or a manipulation by Insiders.

After circulation then price value will emerge organically.

For such an incredible task to work, we need the help of the community and the support of loyal
followers.



We fixed that

This became the theme as the project was taking shape. At first we found ourselves looking at

issues and problems that were detrimental to the value of other coins or tokens so as not to

make the same mistakes.  As those issues were fixed or avoided and a solution was

discovered, then someone would say, "We fixed that" !  Over the months that became our catch

phrase and theme for Drops.

There are many issues that have caused the crash and demise of potentially great coins or

tokens.   Some of those issues are the manipulation of price value by one or two large investors

or small groups set up to "pump and dump".  Another issue is simple greed and temptation that

confronted Dev team members who could not resist walking away with 5 or 10 million dollars.

In any case we believe it is much better to create a Coin that will be utilized for the benefit of the

community and allow the price to stabilize on true market value from the ground up..

In order to have sustained success, we had to eliminate certain aspects of Drops so as to

protect the small investor.  When we examined the fundamentals of an investor, we came to the

conclusion that Whales offer no real benefit to the long term success of a coin and the small

investors are what drives the price over the long term.  Small investors that need to be protected

and are valued.  While whales are few and far between that need no help.

We also removed the temptation of an insider stealing or manipulating millions of dollars and

scamming the project.



Stabilization and Inflation

Stabilization, inflation and growth of Drops is controlled by the Wallet holders.  Instead of

flooding the market by paying high interest rates that only hurt the growth of Drops with dilution,

Drops will control the inflation by allowing the users to boost their interest rates at their

discretion.   Each boost is for a 12 month period. The user may not boost at the next level until

they have boosted at the previous levels. This prevents one person from going to the highest

rate and diluting the Drops.

Drops will remove the manipulation and control from the Insiders who have huge backing and

funding to manipulate the smaller investors.  Drops goal is to level the playing field so that the

currency is strong and can maintain growth and profitability through a decentralized system.

We want Drops to be based on a success model  of fairness and success which others will

follow.  This is our goal and direction.   We are here to make it a profitable coin and a coin that

can set a new standard for ownership and trading.



A new kind of Proof of Work

The base interest is valued on the number of Drops held in a wallet.   16,000 Drops will have a

base interest rate of 5% annually.  In order to move to the next higher interest rate then you

must acquire more Drops.

Once the second level of 100,000 Drops is reached then the base interest rate is 21% annually.

Drops can only be acquired by performing a task, a New Kind of Proof of Work.  It begins with

simply signing up for an account.  That allows a user to receive 1000 Drops.  Later,  tasks will

be posted in Telegram, Discord or emailed directly to the user.  The New Kind of Proof of Work

will be various actions such as a simple post to making videos.   Flash sales, auctions and hunts

will be methods to distribute Drops also.

No single entity can purchase large blocks then dump them later. Instead anyone seeking to

accumulate more Drops will either have to boost or perform an activity to expand their holdings.


